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The Independent Event Model (IEVM) is used to analyze collision processes for systems with three and four
electrons, in situations where up to three active electrons are involved and dynamical correlation effects play a
major role. The model is applied to single electron loss and loss-ionization processes. All the possible ionization
mechanisms for both collision partners in each exit channel are considered, including antiscreening, which, in
the IEVM, can be taken into account in a consistent way along all the other ones, keeping unitarity. As a case-
study, the IEVM is applied to the analysis of the single loss of He+, Li+, and Li2+ ions by He atoms with the
simultaneous single and double ionization of the target. We present plots of the cross sections of single electron
loss accompanied or not by the ionization of the target as functions of the projectile energy. The calculations
describe well the experimental energy dependence and the high-velocity absolute values for the cross sections.

I Introduction

Collisions between dressed ions - considered here as ions
which carry electrons - and neutral atoms, when both colli-
sion partners have active electrons, present a multiplicity of
possible simultaneous exit channels which result in single-
or multi-electron transitions within and between the partic-
ipating systems. Some of these channels include the sin-
gle or multiple ionization of the projectile and of the tar-
get atom, followed - or not - by the capture of one - or
more - target electrons by the incoming ion. Particular at-
tention, from both the experimental and theoretical points
of view, has been drawn in recent years to the simultaneous
ionization of dressed projectiles colliding with neutral no-
ble gas targets, which is governed by two competing mech-
anisms, the so-called direct loss-ionization and antiscreen-
ing modes [1, 2, 3, 4]. The importance of the dynamical
electron correlation in this type of collision is now well es-
tablished, in particular at intermediate and high velocities,
where the electron-electron interaction (antiscreening) can
dominate the total electron loss cross section [5, 6]. This
has been evinced experimentally by the measurement either
of total cross sections [7, 8, 9] or of the momentum distri-
butions of the recoil ions, which provide a definite signature
for the antiscreening mechanism [10, 11, 12, 13].

The simultaneous occurrence of competing processes,
mainly when they include two-center electron correlation,
renders difficult a comprehensive theoretical description of
the collision. Only in the simplest cases, single-channel
analyses can be used to describe properly the experimen-
tal results. The pioneering works of Bates and Griffing [14]
provided the first description of such electron-loss processes
within the first-Born approximation. Actually, the behav-
ior of both the screening and the antiscreening modes for
light targets is conveniently described by first-order mod-

els, such as the plane wave Born approximation (PWBA)
[2, 3, 15, 16, 17].

There are not many options available to treat collision
systems with several potentially active electrons as a whole,
mainly in collisions where the probabilities for several of
the competing processes are of the same order of magni-
tude and, thus, have to be considered simultaneously, since
they are no longer independent. If more than one electron
undergo a transition, the description is obviously more com-
plicated, since one needs to couple, in principle in an unita-
rized way, the probabilities of occurrence of each transition.

One class of useful models to describe situations like
these includes those which are able to express many-electron
probabilities in terms of single-electron ones. Among them,
one of the most popular is the independent particle model
(IPM) [2, 18]. In the IPM, dynamical correlation effects due
to the electron-electron interaction are explicitly neglected,
and each electron is assumed to move in an effective single-
or two-center potential. The probabilities for multiple tran-
sitions are then obtained by multiplying the transition prob-
abilities for each independent electron, using, in the general
case, the multinomial probability distribution to account for
the statistics of the equivalent electrons [19]. Thus, the so-
lution of the N-electron problem is reduced to solving the
single-electron problem N times. Although the IPM may
provide a relatively simple way of obtaining good estimates
for complex systems, considerably simplifying the analysis
of the collision dynamics, it presents two main limitations:
(i) the transition probability for each channel is calculated
using thesamepotential for all equivalent electrons, and
(ii) it is not possible, within the IPM, to take into account
systems where dynamical correlated effects are as important
as uncorrelated ones. The (basic) assumption ofindepen-
dencebetween the electrons is, in many cases, not realistic,
which often induces the inclusion ofad hocmodifications in
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the IPM, mostly in which concerns the dynamical electron-
electron interaction. The fact that two-center electron cor-
relation involves the interaction of electrons in each of the
collision partners renders the imposition of the unitarity of
the transition probabilties very difficult, because one needs
to consider the collision system as a whole. If the condition
of unitarity is only partially taken into account, the antis-
creening can be included in the IPM [5, 6, 17, 20, 21, 22].
As long as the probabilities involved are small, this proce-
dure provides feasible results. However, this approach can-
not considered as completely satisfactory from the point of
view of consistency.

In this paper, the independent event model (IEVM)
[23, 24] is worked out to provide a detailed scheme in which
one- and two-center electron transitions are treated in such a
way that unitarity can be consistently imposed for the whole
collision system. In the IEVM it is assumed that a given
process is a succession of several independent events, dur-
ing each of which one electron (or two, in the case of the
antiscreening) is considered active, while the others remain
passive. This means that each intermediate transition, which
may lead to the final state, is treated independently. Thus,
the electrons are not independent, in the sense that each in-
termediate transition probability is calculated using the po-
tential of the actual system. This implies that one may have
for a given process different probabilities for the same type
of intermediate transition. The net probability of a process
is, then, obtained by summing up the probabilities for all
possible paths which lead to the final state, each path being
considered as a chain of successive events, whose probabil-
ity is the product of single-electron transition probabilities.

The IEVM has been used by several authors to describe
processes occurring in collision systems with one or two
active electrons [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30], although,
to the authors’ knowledge, not for processes which involve
two-center electron-electron correlation. Both the IPM and
the IEVM provide approximately the same probabilities for
processes involving one or two active electrons; however,
they present a fundamental difference, which becomes more
important as the number of active electrons in the system
increases.

The possibility of inclusion of dynamical electron corre-
lation represents a strong conceptual advantage of the IEVM
when compared to the IPM. Unlike the IPM, the IEVM re-
tains the time ordering of the events [23, 24, 31]. Quantum
mechanical treatments of time ordering and its close connec-
tion to dynamical electron correlation in ion-atom collisions
are given by Stolterfoht [32], using a second-order semiclas-
sical approximation, and McGuireet al. [33], by means
of the Dyson time ordering operator. The very important
reason for this advantage is that in the IEVM unitarity can
be independently considered in each step, even when it in-
volves two-center correlated electron-electron mechanisms,
like the antiscreening. This happens because one can im-
pose the unitarity of the probabilities of occurrence of all
the events in a given step, irrespective of the fact that they
involve one- or two-center transitions.

In a previous paper [34], the first attempts were pre-
sented of application of the IEVM to processes where up to
three active electrons were involved. However, some incon-
sistencies were later found in the way the model was used
at that instance, which will be discussed in detail later in the

present paper. A summarized description of the modifica-
tions introduced to deal with those inconsistencies was pre-
sented in Ref. [35]. Here, the IEVM is developed in detail in
order to be employed in the systematic analysis of the single-
electron loss of dressed projectiles by neutral targets, with
the simultaneous single and double ionization of the target
at the intermediate- to high-velocity regime. In section 2, the
main features of the IEVM are introduced and the recipes to
obtain the total transition probabilities are fully presented.
In section 3, the calculations are compared with the cross
sections of total single-electron loss and electron loss ac-
companied by single and double ionization of the target of
Li+ and Li2+ ions by He atoms [36, 37], and of He+ ions
also by He atoms [38, 39, 40]. The specific contributions of
the antiscreening mechanism to the total cross sections are
analyzed in section 4. Finally, some conclusions are drawn
in section 5. The formulas obtained in the IEVM for the
systems considered here are presented in the Appendix.

II The independent event model for
two- and three-active electron sys-
tems

Let us consider a system with a total numberN of electrons
and a net transition from an initial to a final state involving
n active electrons of the system. The essence of the IEVM
is the following: each net transition can be described as the
occurrence ofn events- where each of the active electrons
undergoes a transition in each event - combined with(N-n)
non-events, where the other electrons of the system remain
passive in the initial state. Thus, the probability describing
each possible path to reach the final state will be composed
of a product ofN terms, divided inton probabilities of occur-
rence of events and(N-n)probabilities of occurrence of non-
events (or, alternatively, the non-occurrence of an event). It
should be remarked that this scheme allows the inclusion of
an unitarization condition at each step.

Since the employment of the IEVM for systems with
more than two electrons is not intuitive, we have chosen
some specific collision systems and processes in order to ex-
emplify its application and allow the comparison with avail-
able experimental data. They are the following:

(i) (He1+, Li1+,2+) + He0 → (He2+, Li2+,3+) + He0:
single loss with no target ionization;

(ii) (He1+, Li1+,2+) + He0 → (He2+, Li2+,3+) + He+:
single-loss - single-ionization;

(iii) (He1+, Li1+,2+) + He0 → (He2+, Li2+,3+) + He2+:
single-loss - double-ionization.

In the equivalent cases of the He+ and Li2+ projectiles,
N is 3 andn is 1, 2 or 3 for situations (i), (ii) and (iii) above,
respectively. This means that the total probability for case
(i) will include 1 event (the ionization of He+ or Li2+) and
2 non-events (the non-ionization of the He0 target), for case
(ii) processes with 2 events (the ionization of He+ or Li2+

and the single ionization of He0) and 1 non-event (the non-
ionization of the remaining He+ target ion), and for case
(iii) 3 events (the ionization of He+ or Li2+ and the double
ionization of He0).

For the electron loss of the Li+ projectile, it is clear that
the descriptions, within the IEVM, are rather more compli-
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cated than in the He+ or Li2+ cases, since nowN is equal
to 4, whilen can still be 1, 2 or 3, which increases not only
the alternative paths to reach a given final state, but also the
number of terms in each product of single-electron transition
probabilities which describe a possible path. Thus, one has
to consider for case (i) above 1 event (the single ionization of
Li+) and 3 non-events (the non-ionization of the remaining
Li+ projectile and of the He0 target), for case (ii) 2 events
(the single ionization of Li+ and He0) and 2 non-events (the
non-ionization of the remaining Li+ and He+), and for case
(iii) 3 events (the single ionization of Li+ and the double
ionization of He0) and 1 non-event (the non-ionization of
the remaining Li2+).

One important aspect that must be taken into account
refers to the fact that, depending on the number of electrons
in the system, there may be several equivalent paths to reach
a given final state. This implies that a weighting factor has to
be included to avoid the overcounting of the individual prob-
abilities. The effect of the overcounting was not considered
in Ref. [34] (see Refs. [35] and [41]). It has to be included
in order to keep the overall consistency of the model. Just as
an example, consider the loss of Li2+ with the He target re-
maining neutral, case (i) above and equation (A.4) of the Ap-
pendix. Thus, as mentioned before, there is one event (the
ionization of Li2+) and two non-events (the non-ionization
of the He0 target). However, these non-ionization events can
occur following three different paths, corresponding to three
different orderings in time: either the loss occurs in the first
event and the last two events are the non-ionization of the
He target by Li3+; or the first event is the non-ionization of
He by the Li2+ projectile, the second event being the loss
of Li2+ and the last one the non-ionization of the He target
by Li3+; or else, the first two events are the non-ionization
of He by the Li2+ projectile, the last one being the loss of
Li2+. These three sequences are, in terms of the final states,
obviously equivalent; thus, a weighting factor 1/3 has to be
included in the expression of the total probability, for this
specific case. Of course this also happens with other tran-
sitions considered here, so that weighting factors appear in
the corresponding equations for the total probabilities.

For collisions between low-Z partners at intermediate
velocities, the probabilities for both electron loss and tar-
get ionization can be estimated from either first-order ap-
proximations or nonperturbative methods, and the electron
capture channel may be neglected [2, 3, 17, 42]. Also, one
must take into account the antiscreening mode, which con-
tributes to the simultaneous projectile loss and target ioniza-
tion [2, 15]. Thus, the isolated transitions that will be con-
sidered here to contribute to the possible final states, with
the related probabilities, are

(Pi+) + (Tq+) → (P(i+1)+) + (Tq+): projectile loss
(screening), with probability (PPi+)Tq+ ,

(Pi+) + (Tq+) → (Pi+) + (T(q+1)+): target ionization
(screening), with probability (PTq+)Pi+ , and

(Pi+) + (Tq+) → (P(i+1)+) + (T(q+1)+): simultaneous
projectile and target ionization (antiscreening), with proba-
bility (PA Pi+Tq+),

wherei andq are the charge states of the projectile and the
target, respectively, before each individual transition. In the
notation employed here, (PA)B is the probability of a transi-
tion occurring in partner A induced by partner B. In the case
of the antiscreening this distinction is unnecessary because
the transitions in both partners are correlated.

A very important point is that, except for the antiscreen-
ing, eachsingleevent involves the transition ofoneelectron.
In the antiscreening case, since it involves the ionization of
two electrons, one in the target, the other in the projectile,
it corresponds to asingle two-electronevent and nottwo
singleevents. Asingle two-electronevent is a single event
in which two electrons aresimultaneouslyexcited due to the
electron-electron dynamical correlation. Thus, the transition
probabilitiesP are probabilities perevent, corresponding to
either single- or double-electron transitions. Here the main
feature of the IEVM becomes clear: the fact that one- and
two-center transitions are considered aseventson the same
foot, so that one can impose the unitarity of the probabilities
of all the events in a given step, involving the transition of ei-
ther one or two electrons, in a comprehensive and consistent
way.

Using the prescription outlined above, one can obtain
the total probabilities for electron loss of the He+, Li+ and
Li2+ projectiles for cases (i) to (iii) above. The correspond-
ing expressions for these probabilities are presented in the
Appendix.

In order to shorten the equations which provide the total
probabilities, equations (A.1) through (A.9), the probabili-
ties of non-occurrence of a given event, that is, the proba-
bility for a given combination of projectile and target states
to remain as they are, with neither of them undergoing any
transitions, have been introduced. These are denoted in
those equations by(P̃Pi+Tq+), representing the probability
for the projectile and the target to remain in charge statesi
andq, respectively. The expressions for these probabilities
of non-occurrence are also shown in the Appendix.

The probabilities of non-occurrence of events,
(P̃Pi+Tq+), are directly related to the condition of unitar-
ity which can be imposed at each step in the IEVM. Let us
consider, for example, the probability(P̃Li2+He+), given by
equation (A.17), which represents the probability that the
pair Li2+-He+ remains unchanged after a given step. For
the sake of comparison with the IPM, equation (A.17) is
reproduced below,

c

(P̃Li2+He+) = 1− (PLi2+)He+ − (PHe+)Li2+ − (PHe+)Li2+(PLi2+)He2+

− (PLi2+)He+(PHe+)Li3+ − (PA Li 2+He+), (1)

while the equivalent expression in the IPM is
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(P̃Li2+He+) = [1− (PLi2+)He+ ] [1− (PHe+)Li2+ ]
= 1− (PLi2+)He+ − (PHe+)Li2+ − (PHe+)Li2+(PLi2+)He+ . (2)

d

The conceptual differences between the two approaches
are evident. The IEVM considers the unitarization of the
whole systemin each event; as a consequence it includes not
only the single and double one-center transitions with time
ordering, but also the antiscreening. In the IPM, on the other
hand, the unitarization is considered ateach center: the first
term in equation (2) is for the Li2+, while the second is for
the He+. Thus, it does not include the antiscreening, nor the
time ordering of the double one-center transition.

It should be noted that all the probabilities of non-
occurrence of events, Eqs. (A10) to (A21) of the Appendix,
tend to 1 as the collision velocity increases, since the ion-
ization probabilities decrease for high energies. Thus, for
example, for high velocities Eq. (A5) becomes

(P 01
23 )Li ' (PLi2+)He0(PHe0)Li3+

+ (PHe0)Li2+(PLi2+)He+ + (PA Li 2+He0),(3)

whereP01
23 (b) is the single-loss - single ionization proba-

bility for the Li2+ + He+ system. The first two terms in
this equation represent the contribution due to the two-step
nucleus-electron interaction, with time ordering, while the
last term is the antiscreening mechanism.

In the IPM, the expression for this process is

(P 01
23 )Li = 2 (PLi2+)He0(PHe0)Li2+ + (PA Li 2+He0), (4)

However, in this expression the antiscreening is included
in anad hocway, as mentioned before.

Comparison of these last two equations shows that in the
IEVM the ordering in time of the events implies in explicitly
considering different probabilities to achieve the same final
state, even in the high-velocity regime, where the inclusion
of the concept of non-occurrence of events may not be very
relevant in numerical terms, but still assures the consistent
inclusion of the antiscreening.

III Calculations of the probabilities
and cross sections

In this section we describe how the probabilities which ap-
pear in equations (A.1) to (A.21) were estimated, in or-
der to make comparisons with experiment. The probabil-
ities for ionization by charged particles were evaluated us-
ing the straight-line version of the semi-classical approxima-
tion presented by Hansteenet al. [43], with effective values
for the charge of the projectile. In some cases, velocity-
dependent values of the effective charge were estimated
through a Bohr-like potential, as indicated by Montenegroet
al. [44]. The values obtained increased the ion charge state

by factors ranging from 10 to 50% for energies between 0.5
and 16 MeV.

The probabilities for the projectile electron loss of He+,
Li+ and Li2+ by the neutral target atom He0 were calcu-
lated using the coupled-channel method [17, 45, 46]. In the
calculations of all these probabilities, the effective atomic
number and the ionization energies of the targets were taken
from Refs. [47] and [48], respectively.

The antiscreening probabilities, as functions of the im-
pact parameter, were estimated from cross sections calcu-
lated using the procedure introduced by Montenegro and
Meyerhof within the PWBA [15]. Since the antiscreening
is due to the overlap of the electron clouds of the projec-
tile and the target, it ranges up to rather large values of the
impact parameter of the collision. Thus, the antiscreening
probabilities do not present a strong variation with the im-
pact parameter and can be assumed to be constant, for sim-
plicity. Calculations of the final cross sections assuming dif-
ferent “cut-off” values for the impact parameter showed dif-
ferences smaller than 10% in all the calculated total cross
sections. Thus, a “cut-off” impact parameter of 3.5 au was
chosen, because, for this value, the ionization probabilities
for all the other mechanisms considered here are already
negligible in the velocity range of the experimental data.
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Figure 1. Electron loss cross sections of He+ by neutral He as a
function of the projectile energy. Experiment: open squares [39],
crosses [40], and solid squares [38], total electron loss; open trian-
gles [39], open diamonds [40], and solid triangles [38], single-loss
- single-ionization; open circles [39]) and solid circles [38], single-
loss - double-ionization. Theory: solid line, total electron loss
(sum of Eqs. (A1) through (A3)); dashed line, single-loss - single-
ionization (Eq. (A2)); dotted line, single-loss - double-ionization
(Eq. (A3)) without capture; dash-dotted line, single-loss - double-
ionization (Eq. (A3)) with capture (see text).

In figure 1 the theoretical cross sections are compared
with the experimental data for the electron loss of He+ from
DuBois [39], Montenegroet al. [40], and Santos [38] as
a function of the projectile energy. In the figure, the trian-
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gles, the diamonds, and the dashed line are the results for
the single-loss - single-ionization process (case (ii), above),
while the circles and the dotted line are those for the single-
loss - double-ionization process (case (iii), above). The
squares, the crosses, and the solid line are the results for the
total electron loss cross sections; the solid line corresponds,
then, to the sum of the cross sections for all three processes
given by equations (A.1) through (A.3).

For the electron loss of Li2+ by He, the comparison with
the experimental data of Woitkeet al. [36] is shown in fig-
ure 2. In this figure, the triangles and the dotted line are the
results for the single-loss - single-ionization process, while
the circles and the dashed line are those for the single-loss -
double-ionization process. The squares are the experimen-
tal results for the total electron loss cross sections; thus, the
solid line corresponds again to the sum of the cross sections
for all three processes given by equations (A.4) to (A.6). In
both cases, the calculations describe reasonably well the ex-
perimental energy dependence and the absolute values for
the total loss and loss accompanied by target single ioniza-
tion. In the case of the loss with double ionization of the
target the agreement is good only in the high-velocity re-
gion.
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Figure 2. Same as in Fig. 1 for the Li2+ projectile. Experiment
[36]: squares, total electron loss; triangles, single-loss - single-
ionization; circles, single-loss - double-ionization. Theory: solid
line, total electron loss (sum of Eqs. (A4) through (A6)); dashed
line, single-loss - single-ionization (Eq. (A5)); dotted line, single-
loss - double-ionization (Eq. (A6)) without capture; dash-dotted
line, single-loss - double-ionization (Eq. (A6)) with capture (see
text).

For the lowest velocities, the lack of agreement is ex-
pected, due to the failure of the first-order models used to
estimate the individual probabilities. In order to extend a
little further the range of validity of the calculations us-
ing simple models, we used the procedure introduced by
Sidorovichet al. [49] to circumvent probabilities greater
than one, with the capture probabilities calculated as indi-
cated by Ben-Itzhaket al. [50]. This procedure is already
included in all the calculations presented here.

The comparison of the calculated cross sections with the
experimental data of Woitkeet al. [36] for the four-electron

system Li+ + He is shown in figure 3. Here, the solid tri-
angles and the dotted line are the results for the single-loss
- single-ionization process, the solid circles and the dashed
line correspond to the single-loss - double-ionization pro-
cess, and the solid squares and the solid line are the results
for the total electron loss cross sections. Also shown in the
figure are the unpublished data from Shah [37] for the single
projectile loss accompanied by the single (open triangles)
and double (diamonds) target ionization. The agreement
between the calculated and the experimental values is also
good. However, deviations appear in all cases: for the to-
tal electron loss and single-loss - single-ionization processes
they lie in the lowest velocity range, and for the single-loss
- double-ionization the discrepancies actually occur in the
energy dependence. Again, the capture probabilities were
included in the procedure of Sidorovichet al. [49] for the
low-velocity single-loss - double-ionization process.
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Figure 3. Same as in Fig. 1 for the Li+ projectile. Experiment:
solid squares, total electron loss [36]; solid triangles [36] and open
circles [37], single-loss - single-ionization; solid circles [36] and
open diamonds [37], single-loss - double-ionization. Theory: solid
line, total electron loss (sum of Eqs. (A7) through (A9)); dashed
line, single-loss - single-ionization (Eq. (A8)); dotted line, single-
loss - double-ionization (Eq. (A9)) without capture; dash-dotted
line, single-loss - double-ionization (Eq. (A9)) with capture (see
text).

IV Analysis of the antiscreening con-
tribution

The application of the IEVM in the way prescribed here al-
lows the separation, in the total probability for the single-
loss - single-ionization process, of the part containing ex-
plicitly the antiscreening probability and the factors that
multiply it. From equations (A.2), (A.5), and (A.8) these
terms are, respectively for the He+, Li2+ and Li+ projec-
tiles,

c

(P anti
12 )He =

1
2

(PA He+He0)] [(P̃He2+He+) + (P̃He+He0)], (5)
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(P anti
23 )Li =

1
2

(PA Li 2+He0)] [(P̃Li3+He+) + (P̃Li2+He0)], (6)

and

(P anti
12 )Li =

1
3
(PA Li +He0)[(P̃Li2+He+)2 + (P̃Li+He0)(P̃Li2+He+) + (P̃Li+He0)

2], (7)

d

whereP anti
i,i+1 is the probability of electron loss associated

directly to the antiscreening mechanism and the(P̃Pi+Tq+)
are the probabilities of non-occurrence of events, discussed
in Section 2, and whose expressions are given in the Ap-
pendix.
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Figure 4. Single-loss - single-ionization cross sections for the He+

projectile as a function of the projectile energy. Experiment: open
circles [39], open squares [40], and solid triangles [38]. The-
ory: thick solid line, total single-loss - single-ionization; dashed
line, antiscreening contribution, this work; dotted line, antiscreen-
ing contribution calculated using the PWBA [15]; dash-dotted line,
loss-ionization contribution (see text); thin solid line, total single-
loss - single-ionization in the IPM.

These contributions were, then, integrated separately
from the rest and compared to the corresponding experimen-
tal cross sections for the single-loss - single-ionization pro-
cess. These comparisons are shown in figures 4 through 6,
for the He+, Li2+ and Li+ projectiles, respectively. In these
figures, the experimental data (solid triangles) are the same
as in figures 1 to 3, respectively, the thick solid lines are the
calculated total single-loss - single-ionization cross sections,
the dotted lines are the contributions from the antiscreen-
ing calculated using equations (5) (He+), (6) (Li2+), and (7)
(Li+), and the dashed lines represent the antiscreening cross
sections calculated according to Montenegro and Meyerhof
within the PWBA [15]. Also included is the contribution
of the direct loss-ionization (LI) process, i.e., the ionization
of both partners due to the direct Coulomb nucleus-electron
interaction (dash-dotted line), which was obtained by sub-
tracting the antiscreening contribution from the total single-
loss - single-ionization cross section. In figures 4 and 5, the
total single-loss - single-ionization cross sections calculated
within the IPM (equation (4) for the Li2+ and a similar one
for the He+ projectile) are also shown (thin solid lines).

It can be seen from these figures that the expected rapid
decrease of the LI contribution as the energy increases is

obtained [5]. Also, when the results for the two Li-ion pro-
jectiles are compared (figures 5 and 6), one sees that the
existence of one more electron in the Li+ makes the relative
contribution of the LI process to the total cross section to be
much smaller than for the Li2+ projectile, when compared
to the antiscreening contribution. This happens because the
second electron of the Li+ projectile (i) increases the prob-
ability of occurrence of the antiscreening, and (ii) increases
the screening of the Li+ nuclear field, which decreases the
probability for direct ionization for distant collisions.
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Figure 5. Same as in Fig. 4 for the Li2+ projectile. Experiment:
solid triangles [36].
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Figure 6. Same as in Fig. 4 for the Li+ projectile. Experiment:
solid triangles [36], open circles [37]. No calculation within the
IPM is included in this figure.

Although most of the individual probabilities are calcu-
lated rather roughly, a comparison of the IEVM and the IPM
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predictions for the total single-loss - single-ionization cross
sections is also presented in figures 4 (He+) and 5 (Li2+)
as an illustration of the numerical differences between these
two models. At low energies, the differences between the
IEVM and the IPM are significant, mainly for the Li2+ pro-
jectile. As discussed in the end of section 2, these dif-
ferences arise from the combined effects of considering in
the IEVM both the time ordering of the events - which im-
plies in using ionization probabilities calculated with dif-
ferent charge states of the ionizing agents, as can be read-
ily seen from the comparison between the first two terms
of equation (3) and the first term of equation (4) - and the
probabilities of non-occurrence of events. As the collision
velocity increases, the antiscreening contribution dominates
the total cross section, since the LI decreases very rapidly,
as discussed above; thus, both models tend to coalesce.

V Conclusion

The purpose of this paper was to includetwo-centercorre-
lated events in the independent event model in such a way
that they could be taken into account consistently in the
same framework as one-electron events in multi-electronic
transitions. The present approach explores the important
characteristic of the IEVM of keeping the unitarity of the
whole system of colliding particles for each event.

As an illustration, the IEVM was applied to collision
systems containing three and four electrons in processes in-

volving up to three active electrons and in which the two-
center antiscreening mode can be as important as other one-
center ionization mechanisms. The calculations within this
model were compared to experimental results of single elec-
tron loss of He+, Li+, and Li2+ by neutral He targets, ac-
companied - or not - by the single or double ionization of
the target. This comparison showed a good overall agree-
ment, even considering the fact that some probabilities were
roughly estimated, which means that the IEVM can provide
an useful tool for the understanding of multi-electronic pro-
cesses in atomic collisions.
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APPENDIX Expressions for the total
probabilities

The expressions for the total probabilities for electron loss,
within the IEVM, of the He+ projectile,(P 0k

12 )He, according
to processes (i) to (iii) of Sec. 2, are the following

c

(P 00
12 )He =

1
3

(PHe+)He0 [(P̃He2+He0)
2 + (P̃He2+He0)(P̃He+He0) + (P̃He+He0)

2], (A1)

(P 01
12 )He =

1
3
{(PHe+)He0(PHe0)He2+ [(P̃He2+He+) + (P̃He2+He0) + (P̃He+He0)]

+ (PHe0)He+(PHe+)He+ [(P̃He2+He+) + (P̃He+He+) + (P̃He+He0)]}
+

1
2

(PA He+He0)] [(P̃He2+He+) + (P̃He+He0)],

(A2)

and

(P 02
12 )He =(PHe+)He0(PHe0)He2+(PHe+)He2+ + (PA He+He0)(PHe+)He2+

+ (PHe0)He+ [2(PHe+)He+(PHe+)He2+ + (PA He+He+)].
(A3)

Similar expressions hold for the total probabilities for electron loss of the Li2+ projectile,(P 0k
23 )Li , according to processes

(i) to (iii) of Sec. 2. These are

(P 00
23 )Li =

1
3

(PLi2+)He0 [(P̃Li3+He0)
2 + (P̃Li2+He0)(P̃Li3+He0) + (P̃Li2+He0)

2], (A4)

(P 01
23 )Li =

1
3
{(PLi2+)He0(PHe0)Li3+ [(P̃Li3+He+) + (P̃Li3+He0) + (P̃Li2+He0)]

+ (PHe0)Li2+(PLi2+)He+ [(P̃Li3+He+) + (P̃Li2+He+) + (P̃Li2+He0)]}
+

1
2

(PA Li 2+He0)] [(P̃Li3+He+) + (P̃Li2+He0)],

(A5)

and

(P 02
23 )Li = (PLi2+)He0(PHe0)Li3+(PHe+)Li3+ + (PA Li 2+He0)(PHe+)Li3+

+ (PHe0)Li2+ [(PLi2+)He+(PHe+)Li3+ + (PHe+)Li2+(PLi2+)He2+

+ (PA Li 2+He+)].

(A6)
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The fact that the system Li+ + He0 has 4 electrons and that the processes under consideration involve up to 3 active
electrons makes the corresponding expressions for the probabilities,(P 0k

12 )Li , much more cumbersome than the equivalent
ones (Eqs. (A1) to (A6)) for the He+ and Li2+ projectiles, respectively. However, if one considers carefully all the possible
paths that lead to the final states for cases (i) to (iii) of Sec. 2, they can be straightforwardly obtained. The final results are

(P 00
12 )Li =

1
4
(PLi+)He0 [(P̃Li2+He0)

3 + (P̃Li2+He0)
2(P̃Li+He0)

+ (P̃Li+He0)
2(P̃Li2+He0) + (P̃Li+He0)

3],
(A7)

(P 01
12 )Li =

1
6
{(PLi+)He0(PHe0)Li2+ [(P̃Li2+He+)2 + (P̃Li2+He0)(P̃Li2+He+) + (P̃Li2+He0)

2

+ (P̃Li+He0)
2 + (P̃Li+He0)(P̃Li2+He+) + (P̃Li+He0)(P̃Li2+He0)]

+ (PHe0)Li+(PLi+)He+ [(P̃Li2+He+)2 + (P̃Li2+He+)(P̃Li+He+) + (P̃Li+He+)2

+ (P̃Li+He0)
2 + (P̃Li+He0)(P̃Li2+He+) + (P̃Li+He0)(P̃Li+He+)]}

+
1
3
(PA Li +He0)[(P̃Li2+He+)2 + (P̃Li+He0)(P̃Li2+He+) + (P̃Li+He0)

2],

(A8)

and

(P 02
12 )Li =

1
4
{(PLi+)He0(PHe0)Li2+(PHe+)Li2+ [(P̃Li2+He2+) + (P̃Li2+He+) + (P̃Li2+He0) + (P̃Li+He0)]

+ (PHe0)Li+(PHe+)Li+(PLi+)He2+ [(P̃Li2+He2+) + (P̃Li+He2+) + (P̃Li+He+) + (P̃Li+He0)]

+ (PHe0)Li+(PLi+)He+(PHe+)Li2+ [(P̃Li2+He2+) + (P̃Li2+He+) + (P̃Li+He+) + (P̃Li+He0)]

+
1
3
{(PHe0)Li+(PA Li +He+)[(P̃Li2+He2+) + (P̃Li+He+) + (P̃Li+He0)]

+ (PA Li +He0)(PHe+)Li2+ [(P̃Li2+He2+) + (P̃Li2+He+) + (P̃Li+He0)]}.

(A9)

In all the equations above, the second digit in the superscripts,k, denotes the final state of the target.
The expressions for the probabilities of non-occurrence of a transition, that appear in Eqs. (A1) through (A3) for the He+

projectile, are the following

(P̃He2+He0) = 1− (PHe0)He2+ [1 + (PHe+)He2+ ], (A10)

(P̃He+He0) = 1− (PHe+)He0 − (PHe0)He+ − [1 + (PHe+)He2+ ]

× [(PHe+)He0(PHe0)He2+ + 2 (PHe0)He+(PHe+)He+ + (PA He+He0)],
(A11)

(P̃He2+He+) = 1− (PHe+)He2+ , (A12)

and

(P̃He+He+) = 1− (PHe+)He+ [2 + (PHe+)He+ + (PHe+)He2+ ]

− (PA He+He+).
(A13)

For the Li+ and Li2+ projectiles, the corresponding equations for the probabilities of non-occurrence of a transition used
in Eqs. (A4) through (A9) are

(P̃Li3+He0) = 1− (PHe0)Li3+ [1 + (PHe+)Li3+ ], (A14)

(P̃Li2+He0) = 1− (PLi2+)He0 − (PHe0)Li2+ − (PHe0)Li2+(PHe+)Li2+ [1 + (PLi2+)He2+ ]

− [(PLi2+)He0(PHe0)Li3+ + (PHe0)Li2+(PLi2+)He+ + (PA Li 2+He0)]

× [1 + (PHe+)Li3+ ],

(A15)

(P̃Li3+He+) = 1− (PHe+)Li3+ , (A16)
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(P̃Li2+He+) = 1− (PLi2+)He+ − (PHe+)Li2+ − (PHe+)Li2+(PLi2+)He2+

− (PLi2+)He+(PHe+)Li3+ − (PA Li 2+He+),
(A17)

(P̃Li+He0) = 1− (PHe0)Li+ − (PHe0)Li+(PHe+)Li+ − (PLi+)He0 − (PLi+)He0(PLi2+)He0

− [(PLi+)He0(PHe0)Li2+ + (PHe0)Li+(PLi+)He+ + (PA Li +He0)]

× [1 + (PHe+)Li2+ + (PLi2+)He+ + (PHe+)Li2+(PLi2+)He2+ + (PLi2+)He+(PHe+)Li3+ ]

− (PHe0)Li+(PHe+)Li+(PLi+)He2+ [1 + (PLi2+)He2+ ]

− (PLi+)He0(PLi2+)He0(PHe0)Li3+ [1 + (PHe+)Li3+ ],

(A18)

(P̃Li+He+) = 1− (PLi+)He+ − (PHe+)Li+ − (PLi+)He+(PLi2+)He+ [1 + (PHe+)Li3+ ]

− [(PLi+)He+(PHe+)Li2+ + (PHe+)Li+(PLi+)He2+ + (PA Li +He+)]

× [1 + (PLi2+)He2+ ],

(A19)

(P̃Li2+He2+) = 1− (PLi2+)He2+ , (A20)

and
(P̃Li+He2+) = 1− (PLi+)He2+ [1 + (PLi2+)He2+ ]. (A21)

d
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